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Wireless sensor and body-centric networks are attractive solutions that can be
used in healthcare and sport performance monitoring applications which will
enable constant monitoring of health data and constant access to the patient
regardless of the current location or activity and with a fraction of cost of the
regular face-to-face examination. Such a system is particularly useful in the case
of in-home assistance of the elderly and rapid repatriation of recovering patents
to their own homes, as well as for smart nursing homes, clinical trials and
research augmentation. It was estimated that wireless sensor solutions could
save $25 billion worldwide in annual healthcare costs by reducing
hospitalisations and extending independent living for the elderly.
Current wireless sensor solutions are limited in that they do not provide the
means to overcome obstacles and shadowing of propagating radio waves and
also reduce the effect of interference in congested radio environments. The talk
will look into new techniques and methods that combine both antenna and radio
propagation engineering with networking and smart frequency agile
communication systems. It aims to explore underpinning capabilities for an
advanced low-power wearable wireless elements coupled with intelligent control
algorithm capable of sensing and understanding the dynamic human body and
dense indoor radio environment. Appropriately configured, such a system will
ensure that the data from body-worn or implanted devices can be communicated
to an off-body unit efficiently and continuously with minimum power
requirements.
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